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1. Executive Summary 
This report is a screening for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the Tralee 
Bawnboy Greenway (hereafter called the “project”).  The project is an amendment to 
the approved 11km Tralee-Fenit greenway located on the former railway line that 
was approved under Section 179 of the Planning and Development Act (PDA) (as 
amended) in 2018.  The Tralee-Fenit greenway was assessed at the time (July 2018) 
for significant effects on the environment.  None were identified and it was 
determined that an EIA was not required.   
 
It is now proposed to amend the route of the 11km greenway at its eastern end, close 
to its terminus with the boundaries of Tralee town.   The proposed amendment, the 
Tralee-Bawnboy greenway (hereafter called the “project”) occurs in the townland of 
Bawnboy and runs for c.1.3km.  It is proposed to bring the project off the permitted 
greenway route at Ch9750 and direct it through a greenfield site for c.500m.  It is 
then proposed to align the diversion with the former Tralee to Listowel railway 
corridor.  This corridor runs directly southeast for c.750m before it meets the 
permitted Tralee-Fenit greenway again at Ch10450.  
 
In the context of this project a greenway is defined as a cycleway that caters for 
pedestrian and cyclist in a recreational environment.  This is in accordance with 
Transport Infrastructure Ireland’s (TII) 2017 design guidelines - Rural Cycleway 
Design (Offline) DN-GEO-03047, April 2017 (referred to as RCD hereafter).   
 
In order to determine the potential significant effects, if any, on the environment from 
the project a screening for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) was undertaken.  
The screening is recorded in this report.   
 
Further to information specified in Annex III and IIA of the EIA Directive as detailed in 
this report, the project has been assessed for the likelihood of significant effects on 
the environment.  This assessment is contained in this report and was undertaken 
relative to the three main criteria listed in Annex III - the project’s characteristics; 
sensitivity of the project location and characterisation of potential impacts. 
Information required under Annex IIA has also informed this screening conclusion by 
providing a description of the project; aspects of the environment likely to be affected 
and a description of any likely significant of on the project relative to environmental 
sensitivities in the geographical area.  This screening report also had due regard to 
other relevant environmental assessments, in particular an Appropriate Assessment 
Screening undertaken under Article 6 of the Habitats Directive.   
 
The screening concluded that the project would not be likely to have significant 
effects on the environment.  The environmental sensitivity of geographical areas 
likely to be affected were not deemed sensitive to the nature, scale or location of the 
proposed project or the impacts identified taking into account criteria listed in Annex 
III, relevant assessments of the effects on the environment carried out under 
pursuant to other EU legislation.  This included any possible in-combination effects 
the amendment could have with the approved greenway and/or other foreseeable 
projects.  No significant effects were identified, and it was concluded that an EIA was 
not required.  
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Features and/or Measures to Avoid/Prevent Significant Effects 
Overall this EIA Screening has considered impacts or effects to be minor in nature 
and do not pose a significant adverse effect on the environment.  Features/measures 
to avoid/prevent significant effects relate to: 
• a pre-construction badger survey and compliance with an application to 
NPWS for disturbance of a badger sett. 
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2. Introduction 

2.1. Introduction and Project Background 

This report is a screening for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the Tralee 
Bawnboy Greenway (hereafter called the “project”).  The project is an amendment to 
the approved 11km Tralee-Fenit greenway located on the former railway line that 
was approved under Section 179 of the Planning and Development Act (PDA) (as 
amended) in 2018.  The Tralee-Fenit greenway was assessed at the time (July 2018) 
for significant effects on the environment.  None were identified and it was 
determined that an EIA was not required.   
 
It is now proposed to amend the route of the 11km greenway at its eastern end, close 
to its terminus with the boundaries of Tralee town.   The proposed amendment, the 
Tralee-Bawnboy greenway (hereafter called the “project”) occurs in the townland of 
Bawnboy and runs for c.1.3km.  It is proposed to bring the project off the permitted 
greenway route at Ch9750 and direct it through a greenfield site for c.500m.  It is 
then proposed to align the diversion with the former Tralee to Listowel railway 
corridor.  This corridor runs directly southeast for c.750m before it meets the 
approved Tralee-Fenit greenway again at Ch10450.  The location of the site 
assessed in this EIA screening report is shown in Figure 2-1.  The project is also 
accompanied by an Appropriate Assessment Screening Report under Article 6 of the 
Habitats Directive. 
 
In the context of this project a greenway is defined as a cycleway that caters for 
pedestrian and cyclist in a recreational environment.  This is in accordance with 
Transport Infrastructure Ireland’s (TII) 2017 design guidelines - Rural Cycleway 
Design (Offline) DN-GEO-03047, April 2017 (referred to as RCD hereafter).  In this 
report a “greenway” is also taken to be a “cycleway” under Section 68(1) of the 
Roads Act, 1993 (as amended).  The Roads Act states that a “cycleway” means a 
public road or proposed public road reserved for the exclusive use of pedal cyclists or 
pedal cyclists and pedestrians.   

2.2. Legislative Context 

The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of projects is a key instrument of 
European Union (EU) environmental policy.  The directive requires that public and 
private projects that are likely to have significant effects on the environment be made 
subject to an assessment prior to development consent being given.  The EIA 
Directive is governed by the terms of EU Directive 2011/92/EU, as amended by 
Directive 2014/52/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private 
projects on the environment (EIA Directive).  The requirements for EIA and road 
schemes in Ireland are specifically laid out in the Roads Act 1993, as amended by 
the European Union (Roads Act 1993) (Environmental Impact Assessment) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2019. 

2.3. Mandatory EIA and Road Schemes  

Sections 50 and 51 of the Road Act, as amended by the 2014 EIA Directive 
specifically the European Union (Roads Act 1993) (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations 2019, detail the requirements for mandatory 
EIA and road schemes.  Table 2-1 below provides an overview of the legislative 
requirements that determine whether a road scheme will require mandatory EIA. 
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Table 2-1  Summary of Legislative Requirements for EIA (Mandatory and Sub-
threshold) and Road Schemes1  
Regulatory Reference 

Mandatory EIA 

S. 50.—(1) (a)(i) of the Roads Act, 1993-
2019.  

(i). The construction of a motorway, 

S. 50.—(1) (a)(ii) of the Roads Act, 1993-
2019.  

(ii). The construction of a busway, 

S. 50.—(1) (a)(iii) of the Roads Act, 1993-
2019.  

(iii). The construction of a service area,  

S. 50.—(1) (a)(iv) of the Roads Act, 1993-
2019 and Art 8 of the Road Regs, 1994 (SI 
119/1994).  

(iv). any prescribed type of road development 
consisting of the construction of a proposed 
public road or the improvement of an existing 
public road:  
 
The prescribed types of proposed road 
development for the purpose of subsection 
(1)(a)(iii) of section 50 of the Act shall be— 
 
( a ) the construction of a new road of four or 
more lanes, or the realignment or widening of 
an existing road so as to provide four or more 
lanes, where such new, realigned or widened 
road would be eight kilometers or more in 
length in a rural area, or 500 metres or more 
in length in an urban area; 
( b ) the construction of a new bridge or 
tunnel which would be 100 metres or more in 
length. 
 
 
 
 
 

Sub-threshold EIA 

S. 50.—(1) (b) of the Roads Act, 1993-2019. If An Bord Pleanála considers that any road 
development proposed (other than 
development to which paragraph (a) applies) 
consisting of the construction of a proposed 
public road or the improvement of an existing 
public road would be likely to have significant 
effects on the environment it shall direct that 
the development be subject to an 
environmental impact assessment. 

S. 50.—(1) (c) of the Roads Act, 1993-2019. Where a road authority or, as the case may 
be, the Authority considers that a road 
development that it proposes (other than 
development to which paragraph (a) applies) 
consisting of the construction of a proposed 
public road or the improvement of an existing 
public road would be likely to have significant 
effects on the environment, it shall inform An 
Bord Pleanála in writing prior to making any 
application to the Bord for an approval 
referred to in section 51(1) in respect of the 
development. 

 
1 Adapted from Environmental Impact Assessment of National Roads Schemes – A Practical Guide, 
2008 and the European Union (Roads Act 1993) (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Amendment) 
Regulations 2019. 
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Regulatory Reference 

S. 50.—(1) (d) of the Roads Act, 1993-2019. 
 

In particular, where a proposed development 
(other than development to which paragraph 
(a) applies) consisting of the construction of a 
proposed public road or the improvement of 
an existing public road would be located on –  
(i) a European Site within the meaning of 
Regulation 2 of the European Communities 
(Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 
2011 (S.I. No. 477 of 2011), 
(ii) land established or recognised as a nature 
reserve within the meaning of section 15 or 
16 of the Wildlife Act 1976 (No. 39 of 1976), 
(iii) land designated as a refuge for fauna or 
flora under section 17 of the Wildlife Act 1976 
(No. 39 of 1976), or 
(iv) land designated a natural heritage area 
under section 18 of the Wildlife (Amendment) 
Act 2000, the road authority or the Authority, 
as the case may be, proposing the 
development shall decide whether or not the 
proposed development would be likely to 
have significant effects on the environment. 

 

In relation to the project screened in this report, it:  

• is not a motorway, busway or service area.   

• it does not involve the provision of four or more lanes of any length, and  

• it does not involve the provision of a bridge or tunnel greater than 100m in 
length.   

The proposed project therefore does not exceed any of the thresholds that trigger the 
mandatory requirement for EIA as outlined in Table 2-1.  A mandatory EIA is 
therefore not required. 

2.4. Sub-threshold developments - Roads 

Section 50(1)(e) of the Roads Act states that where a decision is being made 
pursuant to this subsection on whether a road development that is proposed would or 
would not be likely to have significant effects on the environment, ABP or the road 
authority or the Authority concerned shall take in account the relevant selection 
criteria specified in Annex III2.  In addition, Annex IIA of the EIA Directive sets out the 
information to be provided for the purposes of EIA screening as they relate to the 
characteristics of the road development proposed and its likely effects on the 
environment.   
 
The purpose of this report is to therefore screen the project ie the 1.3km amendment 
to the Tralee-Fenit greenway, as per the relevant criteria specified in Annex III and 
IIA [of the EIA Directive] for the likelihood of significant effects on the environment 
and the requirement for EIA.  The next section however firstly provides an overview 
of the characteristics of the proposed project to be screened. 

 
2 European Union (Roads Act 1993) (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Amendment) 
Regulations 2019 state that a reference in this Act [Roads Act] to an Annex is a reference to 
an Annex to the EIA Directive 
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2.5. Characteristics of the Project 

The project screened in this report is an amendment to the previously approved 
11km Tralee to Fenit Greenway.  The 11km greenway located on the former Tralee 
to Fenit railway line was approved under Section 179 of the Planning and 
Development Act (PDA) (as amended) in 2018.  The scheme was assessed at the 
time for significant effects on the environment.  None were identified and an EIA was 
not required.  It is now proposed to amend the route of the greenway at its eastern 
end, close to its terminus with the boundaries of Tralee town.   The proposed 
amendment occurs in the townland of Bawnboy and runs for c.1.3km.  It is proposed 
to bring the amended line off the permitted route at Ch9750 and direct the line 
through a greenfield site for c.500m.  It is then proposed to align the diversion with 
the former Tralee to Listowel railway corridor.  This corridor runs directly southeast 
for c.750m before it meets the permitted Tralee-Fenit greenway again at Ch10450. 
 
A full description of the project is provided below in Section 5.1.1. 
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Figure 2-1 Location of the 1.3km Tralee-Bawnboy project screened in this report 
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Figure 5-2 Proposed project screened in this report 
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3. Information required to inform a Screening 
Determination on EIA 

3.1. Annex III and Annex IIA of the EIA Directive – screening projects for 
significant effects. 

Annex III of the 2014 EIA Directive lists the selection criteria referred to in Article 4(3) 
of the Directive to be used in determining whether projects listed in Annex II should 
be subject to an EIA.  There are three main criteria - the project’s characteristics; 
sensitivity of the project location and characterisation of potential impacts.  The 
criteria are reproduced below in Table 3-1. 
 
In addition, Annex IIA of the EIA Directive sets out the information to be provided on 
the project for the purposes of informing EIA screening.  The information required is 
also grouped together under 3 main headings – project description; aspects of the 
environment likely to be affected and likely significant effects - as informed, where 
relevant, by Annex III.  The criteria are reproduced below in Table 3-2.  The results of 
other relevant assessment of the effects on the environment carried out pursuant to 
any Act of the Oireachtas/EU legislation can also be taken into account.  The 
provision of a description of any features of the project and/or mitigation measures to 
avoid or prevent what might otherwise have been significant effects on the 
environment may also be included3.   
 
Further to the above the aim of this report is to screen the project under Annex III and 
Annex IIA to inform a screening determination on whether the project is likely to have 
a significant effect on the environment and require EIA.  This report is written in 
accordance with guidelines provided in: 

• Guidance for EIA Screening, European Commission, June 2001,  

• Guidelines on the Information to be Contained in an EIS, EPA, March 2002, 

• EIA, Guidance for Consent Authorities Regarding Sub-Threshold 
Development, DoEHLG, August 2003. 

• Environmental Impact Assessment of National Roads Schemes – A Practical 
Guide, Revision 1, November 2008 

• Guidelines for Planning Authorities and An Bord Pleanála on Carrying Out 
Environmental Impact Assessment, DHPLG, August 2018. 

• Circular Letter PL 5/2018 from the Department of Housing, Planning, 
Community and Local Government, and 

• Preparation of guidance documents for the implementation of EIA Directive 
(Directive 2011/92/EU as amended by 2014/52/EU)/18, Screening Annex 1 to 
the final Report, ENV/07.0201/2015/SI2.723866/ETU/A3, April 2017. 

 
Prior to the screening however, this section will describe the nature of the local 
environment in which the project is proposed with particular regard to the 
environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected.  Factors of the 
environment likely to be significantly affected by a proposed project are outlined in 
the EIA directive as population and human health; biodiversity with particular 
reference to species and habitats protected under Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 
2009/147/EC; land and soil; water; air and climate; landscape; material assets; 
cultural heritage (includes architectural and archaeological heritage) and the inter-
relationship between these factors. 

 
3Section 50(1A) of the Roads Act, 1993 as amended by European Union (Roads Act 1993) (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations 2019 
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Table 3-1  Annex III Selection Criteria Referred to in Article 4(3) of the EIA Directive 
(Criterial to Determine whether the projects listed in Annex II should be subject to an 
EIA)4.  
1. Characteristics of projects: The characteristics of projects must be considered, with particular regard 
to: 

the size and design of the whole project; 

cumulation with other existing and/or approved projects 

the use of natural resources, in particular land, soil, water and biodiversity 

the production of waste 

pollution and nuisances 

the risk of major accidents and/ or disasters which are relevant to the project concerned, including those 
caused by climate change, in accordance with scientific knowledge 

the risks to human health (for example due to water contamination or air pollution) 

2. Location of projects: The environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected by 
projects must be considered, with particular regard to: 

the existing and approved land use 

the relative abundance, availability, quality and regenerative capacity of natural resources (including 
soil, land, water and biodiversity) in the area and its underground 

the absorption capacity of the natural environment, paying particular attention to the following areas: 
(i) wetlands, riparian areas, river mouths; 
(ii) coastal zones and the marine environment; 
(iii) mountain and forest areas; 
(iv) nature reserves and parks; 
(v) areas classified or protected under national legislation; Natura 2000 areas designated by Member 
States pursuant to Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 2009/147/EC; 
(vi) areas in which there has already been a failure to meet the environmental quality standards, laid 
down in Union legislation and relevant to the project, or in which it is considered that there is such a 
failure; 
(vii) densely populated areas; 
(viii) landscapes and sites of historical, cultural or archaeological significance. 

3. Type and characteristics of the potential impact: The likely significant effects of projects on the 
environment must be considered in relation to criteria set out in points 1 and 2 of this Annex, with regard 
to the impact of the project on the factors specified in Article 3(1), taking into account: 

the magnitude and spatial extent of the impact (for example geographical area and size of the 
population likely to be affected) 

the nature of the impact 

the transboundary nature of the impact 

the intensity and complexity of the impact 

the probability of the impact 

the expected onset, duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact 

the cumulation of the impact with the impact of other existing and/or approved projects 

the possibility of effectively reducing the impact 

 
Table 3-2  Annex IIA Information to be provided by the Developer on Projects listed in 
Annex II 

1. description of the project, including in particular 

A description of the physical characteristics of the whole project and, where relevant, of 
demolition works, and  

a description of the location of the project, with particular regard to the environmental 
sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected 

2. description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the 
project 

3. description of any likely significant effects, to the extent of the information available on such 
effects, of the project on the environment resulting from 

the expected residues and emissions and the production of waste, where relevant; and 

the use of natural resources, in particular soil, land, water, and biodiversity  

The criteria of Annex III shall be taken into account, where relevant, when compiling the 
information in accordance with points 1 to 3. 

 

 
4 As amended by the European Union (Planning and Development) (Environmental Impact 
Assessment) Regulations, 2018, SI296/2018 and the 2014 EIA Directive. 
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4. Local environment in which the scheme is 
proposed 

The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the local environment in which the 
project is proposed with particular regard to the environmental sensitivity of 
geographical areas likely to be affected.  Factors of the local environment to be 
considered are those outlined in the EIA directive, namely: 

• Population and human health,  

• Biodiversity with particular reference to species and habitats protected under 
Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 2009/147/EC, 

• Land and soil,  

• water,  

• air and climate 

• landscape, 

• material assets,  

• cultural heritage (includes architectural and archaeological heritage), 

• the inter-relationship between the above factors 

4.1. Human Beings/Population and Human Health  

The project is located towards the eastern end of the permitted greenway.  Here it 
passes through agricultural lands before meeting the Tralee-Listowel rail corridor.  It 
passes close to the number of residences but is not in direct proximity with any 
residential property.  The project also crosses two farm tracks.  Where it passes 
through actively farmed landscapes it is proposed to accommodate all existing 
access points along the greenway in such a manner that existing 
agricultural/vehicular access has priority over cyclists/pedestrians – see Figure 5-2. 
 
In relation to human health, at construction stage no permits or licences for any 
emissions to land, air, surface or ground water will be required further to the works 
proposed in this project.  The works required are not complex and/or require difficult 
engineering works.  The project is an uncomplicated diversion to the permitted 
scheme.  Only one existing crossing of a field drain will be required under the Tralee-
Listowel corridor.  Drainage works for the amendment are minimal due to the local 
topography and soil conditions.  The nature of the scheme here will undulate 
naturally with the topography of the landscape.   There will be little need for any 
significant drainage works through the greenfield site and/or the existing rail corridor 
due to their gradient in the existing flat landscape.  
 
At operational phase no waste-water will be produced.  The existing drainage 
scheme along the rail corridor will remain and no impacts or changes to local 
watercourses are proposed.  No toilet/sanitary facilitates are required therefore no 
waste-water needs to be treated.  At operation no emissions/discharges to land, air 
or groundwater that requires a permit/licence will result further to this project.  
 
Construction works required to facilitate the project onto the existing surface of the 
former railway line and/or the greenfield site will not produce hazardous waste and/or 
emissions.  Nearly all the waste produced will be organic in nature – from topsoil 
stripping to trimming of vegetation.  A site compound needed for the works will be 
placed in lands of low ecological value – namely agricultural fields of improved 
grassland.  Due to the linear nature of the scheme, access to work areas is straight 
forward and can be facilitated along the route corridor.  Finally, this project will 
terminate near Tralee town providing a free, safe, public amenity for the local 
community and visitors to this area of North Kerry.   
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4.2. Biodiversity with particular reference to species and habitats protected 
under Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 2009/147/EC 

The project is not located at or near designated European sites (Natura 2000 site).  
The closest European sites are the Tralee Bay and Magharees Peninsula West to 
Cloghane cSAC and the Tralee Bay Complex SPA located 2.6kms away (Figure 4-1 
& Figure 4-2).  The potential for the project either alone or in combination with the 
permitted greenway and/or other plans or projects, to significantly affect a European 
site is addressed separately in the Appropriate Assessment Screening Report.  
Briefly, the AA screening report concluded no significant effects on European sites 
were identified.  An Appropriate Assessment was not required.   
 
The nearest pNHA designation to the project is the Tralee Bay and Magharees 
Peninsula West to Cloghane pNHA (Figure 4-3).  It is designated for the same 
habitats and species as the corresponding cSAC and overlaps with that designation.  
The cSAC and pNHA are taken as the same designation for the remainder of this 
report.   
 
A review of the Water Framework Directive (WFD)5/EPA mapping indicates the 
project does not cross any named waterbodies.  The nearest named waterbody is the 
Pinure_10 (Figure 4-3).  It is located 70m at the closet point from the project where 
the amendment travels through two agricultural fields.  No works are proposed at, in 
or near the waterbody.  Site inspections confirmed one unnamed crossing of a field 
drain located running under the former Tralee-Listowel line at Ch480.  All 
watercourses drain into Tralee Bay – designated as the Tralee Bay cSAC/SPA.  
These are discussed further in Section 4.4. 
 
The project is located within the 10km Grid Square Q81.  According to the NPWS 
map viewer several species of protected flora are recorded within the square6.  The 
full list is provided in Table 4-1. 
 
Table 4-1  List of Protected Species found within the 10km Grid Square Q71 and Q81. 

Species Common 
Name 

Location Year 
Recorded 

*Protection 
Status 

Associated 
Habitat 

Mentha 
pulegium 

Penny Royal Ardfert Road 
near Ballyroe 

1907 FPO Damp 
sandy 
places 

Mentha 
pulegium 

Penny Royal Ardfert Road 
near Ballyroe 

1914 FPO  

Groenlandia 
densa 

Opposite 
leaved 
pondweed 

Blennerville 1905 FPO  

Mentha 
pulegium 

Penny Royal Sarahan 1905 FPO  

*FPO=Flora Protection Order; HDII=Annex II; HDIV=Annex IV.  
 
A review of the National Biodiversity Data Centre (NBDC) map viewer indicates an 
array of species typical of a relatively intensively farmed coastal landscape and 
located close to European sites7.   

 
5 https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/ 
6 http://webgis.npws.ie/npwsviewer/ 
7 http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/ [accessed 1/5/20] 
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Figure 4-1  Tralee Bay and Magharees Peninula, West to Cloghane cSAC and pNHA relative to the project 
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Figure 4-2  Tralee Bay Complex SPA relative to the project 
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Figure 4-3  Proposed project in red, relative to the Pinure_10 with the existing crossing of a unnamed field drain (CR7a) shown in green 
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4.2.1. Site Inspections 

For the description outlined below the terms project/former railway line/amended 
route/proposed amendment to the greenway etc are used interchangeably to describe the 
project and the local environment through which it passes.  The overview should be read in 
conjunction with the Project Briefing Document for the Tralee to Fenit Greenway, June 2018.   
 
It is proposed to amend the route of the permitted Tralee-Fenit greenway at its eastern end, 
close to its terminus with the boundaries of Tralee town.  The proposed amendment occurs 
in the townland of Bawnboy and runs for c.1.3km.  It is proposed to bring the amended line 
off the permitted route at Ch9750 of the permitted scheme.  This location is just beyond 
where the former railway line crossed under local road R551 (CH9700 – known locally as 
Blacks Bridge) (Photo 1).  The amended route than travels c.north through an agricultural 
field of improved grassland (GA1) (Photo 2).  The line passes to the west of an existing 
extant hedgerow (WL1) (Photo 2).  The hedgerow is of higher ecological value consisting of 
a typical low-lying agricultural field boundary with native species.  Of note is the location of a 
badger sett within this hedgerow (Photo 3 & 4) (see Section 4.2.2 for a further discussion of 
same).   

To the west is the aforementioned Pinure_10 stream (FW2) (see Section 4.2.2 & 4.4.2 for a 
further discussion of same) (Photo 5 & 6).  It is located c.70m away at its nearest point.  No 
works are proposed within, at or near the watercourse.  There is a natural rise in the 
topography of field that provides a natural buffer between the route and the waterbody.   

The amended route then passes through a hedgerow (WL1) and into another improved 
agricultural field (GA1) (Photo 7).  It travels a distance of c.500m before joining the former 
Tralee to Listowel rail corridor.  A derelict farmhouse and yard are located in the field 
adjoining the route at this location (BL3) (Photo 7).  This complex of buildings does not form 
part of the project area and no impacts to the building complex are likely.  The route then 
follows along the former Tralee-Listowel rail corridor (Photo 8).  The corridor remains 
relatively intact although the rail tracks have been removed (Photo 8 & 9).  The corridor is in 
use as a farm track (BL3) and is bordered either side by high hedgerows (WL1) broken 
intermittingly by access gates (BL3).  Evidence of the use of the track by badgers was noted 
(see Section 4.2.2 & 4.4.2 for a further discussion of same).  The track crosses two 
perpendicular farm tracks that provide access to nearby farmyards (Photo 10).  At one 
location stone gates of the original railway remain intact (Photo 11).  It is proposed to retain 
this feature as part of the project.  

The route cross a field drain (FW4) at Ch480 (see Section 4.2.2 & 4.4.2 & Figure 4-3 for a 
further discussion of same) (Photo 12).  The feature has been historically doubly-piped 
under the existing railway corridor.  The rail corridor continues southeast for c.750m 
consisting of a grassed track (BL3) with extant agricultural hedgerows on either side (WL1) 
(Photo 13).  The amended route meets the permitted Tralee Fenit greenway again at 
Ch10450 (Photo 14).  
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4.2.2. Overview 

Habitats: In summary habitats within the amendment route predominately include 
hedgerows (WL1); improved grassland (GA1); lowland/eroding rivers/streams (FW2), field 
drain (FW4) with occurrences of tracks and built ground (BL3).   
 
Applying the NRA’s Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological impacts on National Road 
Schemes, 2006, habitats along the route would be of local ecological importance – moderate 
to high.  The latter include hedgerows and watercourses. And the aforementioned badger 
sett.  Watercourses are discussed in more detail below. 
 
No protected floral species listed by the NPWS were recorded but considering the improved 
grassland/disturbed habitat along the line of the project this is not surprising.  The habitat 
types would not be supportive of these protected species.   
 
As noted the Tralee Bay cSAC is the closest cSAC to the project.  However, the cSAC is 
designated for marine/coastal habitat types located well outside and away from the project 
(c.2.6km).      
 
Watercourses:  A review of the WFD data indicates that the project does not cross any 
recorded watercourses.  The nearest in the Pinure_10 but no works are proposed at or near 
that waterbody.  At its closest point, the watercourse is located 70m to the west of the 
proposed project as it runs through a greenfield site.  The natural topography of the field will 
ensure no connectivity between the works and the feature.  There is a natural rise in the 
elevation of the field between the works area and the watercourse (Figure 4-3).   
 
Site inspections of the route identified 1 additional water feature that the project crosses –
identified as CR7a in Figure 4-3.  The unnamed feature is not recorded in the WFD and does 
not appear on mapping.  CR7a is historically crossed by the Tralee to Listowel Line, at 
Ch480.  The feature is a narrow field drain that is doubly piped as it crosses under the 
former railway line.   
 
Although the feature does not appear on WFD mapping, it can be presumed all 
watercourses are within the Tralee Bay-Feale catchment drain into Tralee Bay.  The bay in 
turn is designated as the Tralee Bay and Magharees Peninsula West to Cloghane cSAC and 
Tralee Bay Complex SPA.   
 
Birds: Birds of special conservation interest (SCI) specifically associated with the Tralee 
Bay Complex SPA are discussed in the AA screening report.   
 
The project runs through predominately improved grassland and hedgerows.  Typical 
farmland/agricultural birds were noted flying in and around the amended route during 
inspections.  Hedgerows in particular provide suitable breeding habitat for typical 
garden/hedgerow species including Blackbird (Turdus merula); Robin (Erithacus rubecula); 
Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes); Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs); House Sparrow (Passer 
domesticus) and Blue tit (Cyanistes caeruleus).  Minimal vegetation clearance will be 
required for this project and this is not deemed likely to significant local bird populations. 
 
Bats:  The entire former Tralee-Fenit railway line previously underwent a bat survey to 
ascertain likely use of the site by bats8.  The report recorded four species utilising the study 
site - common and soprano pipistrelle, Leisler’s and brown long-eared bats.  That survey 
also the assessed the likely use of structures by bats and this included Blacks Bridge located 
at the commencement of this project.  No evidence of bat use was found in the bridge 

 
8 Former Tralee– Fenit, Railway Line, Co Kerry, Bat Fauna Study, Prepared for Kerry County Council by C. Kelleher AIEEM, 
ACQI, 2012 
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structure (or in any of the bridge structures).  The report concluded that due to the nature of 
the bridge construction for the railway, the structures were unlikely to support roosting bats.  
No new structures to those previously surveyed are now proposed as part of this project – 
the amendment passes through agricultural grassland and along an existing track.  
Therefore, the findings of the bat survey also apply to this project – there will be negligible to 
no impacts on bats.  No lighting is proposed and the minimal vegetation removal is not 
deemed likely at a landscape level to impact on the ability of local bat populations to 
commute and/or forage.  Several of the aforementioned bat survey report recommendations 
can be applied, including the provision of bat boxes in the bridge structures; interpretation of 
the species as part of the overall interpretation of the route; and the use of native vegetation 
in any re-landscaping works retaining existing hedgerows where possible. 
 
Badgers:  A mammal activity survey was undertaken during site inspections – (see the AA 
screening report for discussion on otter).  Further to this survey definite badger activity was 
recorded.  Specifically, along hedgerows at Ch250-350.  Evidence included tracks, snuffle 
holes (disturbances to top-soil and vegetation made when foraging), push-throughs (small 
gaps in vegetation and fresh spraints/latrines (badgers dig small holes to defecate in).  
These features culminated in the recording of a sett within the hedgerow at the above 
chainages that runs north-south through the field. 
 
The sett was located in this stone and earth low-lying hedgerow that lines the eastern 
boundary of the field.  Entrance/exit holes was visible on both the west and east side of the 
hedgerow.  Recent badger use included snuffle holes, fresh spraints and travel tracks.  
Approximately 4 entrances scattered along the above chainages were recorded in the 
hedgerow to the western side.  Using the criteria outlined in Harris et al 19989 the sett would 
be classed as an annex sett.   
 
Possible impacts from the project could occur at construction and/or operational phases.  
The amendment of the greenway is to follow the hedgerow along the western side.  The 
hedgerow is to be retained.  Notwithstanding this works will be in direct proximity and 
excavations for the greenway surface, although shallow, could impact on the structure.  At 
operational phase is the boundary treatment could act as an impediment to the species 
commuting/foraging locally and or access to the sett.  However, access to the sett would still 
be possible to the eastern side of the hedgerow which will not cordoned off.  Equally, 
boundary treatments proposed will be mammal proof via the mammal proof fencing.  
Disturbance at operational phase could impact on the badger’s ability to use the sett.  
Although the greenway is mostly likely to be used during daylight hours while the species is 
a mostly nocturnal species, considering the proximity local populations using the sett, even 
intermittingly, could be affected.   
 
Therefore, a license to disturb the badger sett will be required for the proposed project.  The 
license application is provided in Appendix 2 of this report.  It should be noted as detailed, a 
pre-construction badger survey will be required prior to any works commencing if the 
amendment is permitted.  This will be undertaken as per TII’s Guidelines for the Treatment 
of badgers prior to the construction of national road schemes.  This will allow an assessment 
of the use of the annex sett at a closer interval to any construction works – see Appendix 2 
for further details.  
 

 
9 Harris S, Creswell P, Jefferies J (1989) Surveying Badgers, Published by the Mammal Society, London.  
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Figure 4-4  Evidence of mammal activity along the route (see Appendix 2 for more details) 

4.3. Land, Geology and Soil 

The project is underlain by Namurian Shale and Sandstone and Visean Limestone and 
Calcareous shale10 (Figure 4-5).  In relation to geological heritage, Geological Survey of 
Ireland (GSI) through the Irish Geological Heritage Programme (IGH) has identified 
important geological and geomorphological sites (County Geological Sites (CGS)) 
throughout the country.  None occur at or near the proposed project.  The nearest is Plover 
Hill located 2.2kms away.  The works required for this project will not impact on geology 
resources.  The works required predominately relate to removal of vegetation and laying of a 
surface within the existing rail corridor/greenfield site that is topsoil stripped.  The railway line 
itself has historically been constructed in grade or slight fill along embankments that are now 
still existing.  No new rock cutting/deep excavations or significant earthworks are required to 
facilitate the project. 

4.4. Water and Hydrogeology 

4.4.1. Hydrogeology 

Groundwater vulnerability along the proposed project varies High to Moderate11 (Figure 4-6).  
The amendment route crosses through two groundwater bodies from west to east – Spa 
(IE_SH_G_223) and Tralee (IE_SH_G_226).  Both are at good status under the second 
cycle of the WFD.  The Spa however is at risk while the other waterbody is under review12.   
 
Aquifer productivity in the area of the project is classed as Locally Important Aquifer - 
Bedrock which is Moderately Productive only in Local Zone 13 (Figure 4-7).  
 
As noted for the geology section the works required for the project will not impact on 
groundwater resources.  The works required predominately relate to removal of vegetation 
and laying of a surface within the existing rail corridor/greenfield site.  The railway line itself 
has historically been constructed in grade or fill along embankments that are now existing.  
No new rock cutting/deep excavations or significant earthworks are required to facilitate the 
project. 

 
10http://dcenr.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=a30af518e87a4c0ab2fbde2aaac3c22 
11 https://www.catchments.ie/maps/  
12 https://www.catchments.ie/maps/  
13 http://dcenr.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=a30af518e87a4c0ab2fbde2aaac3c228 
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4.4.2. Water 

As noted, a review of the Water Framework Directive (WFD)14/EPA mapping indicates the 
project does not cross any named waterbodies.  The nearest named waterbody is the 
Pinure_10.  Water quality for the watercourses is unassigned and all are under review as 
part of the 2nd cycle of the WFD (Figure 4-3).  Agricultural activity, some forestry and cut over 
bog habitat are identified as possible pressures on the systems15.  The nearest EPA 
monitoring station is located on the Pinure, close to the point where it drains into Tralee bay 
at the Spa (Figure 4-8).  The Pinure_10 is located 70m at the closet point from the project 
where the amendment travels through two agricultural fields.  No works are proposed at, in 
or near the waterbody.   
 
Site inspections confirmed one unnamed crossing (Cr7a) a field drain located on the former 
Tralee-Listowel line at Ch480 (Figure 4-3).  The feature is a narrow field drain that has been 
doubly-piped under the former rail corridor.  Minimal works will be required to now re-cross 
and re-instate this feature as part of the project.  All watercourses drain into Tralee Bay – 
designated as the Tralee Bay cSAC/SPA.   
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4-5 Bedrock Units underlying the proposed project 

 
 
 
 
 

 
14 https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/ 
15 https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/] 
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Figure 4-6  Groundwater vulnerability along the proposed project. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4-7  Aquifer productivity in the vicinity of the proposed project. 
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Figure 4-8  Nearest EPA monitoring point downstream of the project close to where the Pinure 
drains into Tralee Bay at the Spa 

4.5. Air/Climatic Factors 

The nearest air quality monitoring station to the proposed project is the Valentia Observatory 
in Cahirciveen, Co Kerry.  Current air quality is indicated as ‘Very Good’ on the EPA 
Environment Monitoring Website16.  It forms part of national network known as the National 
Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Network which is monitored by the EPA and reported on 
annually.   
 
The most recent report relates to results from 2018 data - Air Quality in Ireland 2018 Key 
Indicators of Ambient Air Quality.  The report acknowledges the growing awareness that air 
pollution has a significantly greater impact on human health then previously realized.  
Records from it and the EPA’s Ireland’s Environment, An Assessment 2016 show home 
heating of fossil fuels and transport are two key factors influencing air quality in Ireland 
particularly at local level.  Two key solutions are offered – a move towards cleaner, more 
efficient home fuel and a transition in modes of transport from car dependency to alternative 
modes of transport.  Both responses are also linked to Ireland’s responsibilities towards 
climate change challenges ie mitigation but also adaptation.  The former to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and the latter in relation to planning sustainable forms of travel.  
 
The nature of the project screened in this report relates to the construction of a proposed 
amendment to a permitted greenway.  Although initial constructions work will involve use of 
machinery with localized emissions, the ultimately aim of the greenway is to provide a local 
amenity that promotes walking and/or cycling thus a move away from car dependent travel.  
In addition, the greenway aims to provide an amenity that will promote outdoor activities 
which are linked to both physical and mental well-being. 

4.6. Landscape 

The project proposed is located just outside the town boundary of Tralee.  The lands are 
Rural General.  There are no listed Views or Prospects in the vicinity.  Considering the 
nature of the project no impacts on the local landscape are identified.  The development will 
run along an existing hedge at the same gradient and then run within the corridor of the 

 
16 Ibid 
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former railway corridor still intact.  No impacts to the local landscape are identified 
considering the nature and scale of the project and the landscape in which is it will be set.  

4.7. Material Assets, including the Architectural and Archaeological Heritage, and 
the Cultural Heritage 

4.7.1. Architectural Heritage  

There are no Protected Structures/NIAH sites along the proposed amended route of the 
former railway line or in close proximity.  On the Tralee-Listowel line the pillars of a stone 
gate remain and now forms part of the industrial heritage of the former railway (Photo 11).  
This feature is to be retained as part of the scheme as a feature that will ultimately add to the 
aesthetics and heritage value of the project.  It is ultimately envisaged that the entire scheme 
may lever local interest in the industrial and social history/heritage of this part of North Kerry.  
Interpretation of the route’s heritage will be a positive outcome of the project.   

4.7.2. Archaeological Heritage 

There are no recorded monument listed in either the Record of Monuments & Places or the 
Sites & Monuments Record in close proximity to the proposed route.  However, while one 
leg of the route is along the line of the former railway and therefore in disturbed ground, the 
other leg is in a greenfield setting running adjacent to the line of a field boundary in 
improved, agricultural land.  There is a recorded archaeological monument, an enclosure 
Ke029 053, to the west of the greenfield route though it is approximately 70m away and will 
not be directly impacted by the development nor does the route pass through the zone of 
notification around the recorded monument.  At a length of 500m and a stripped area of 
approximately 2500 square metres the development of the greenfield stretch of the route 
does not exceed the thresholds for linear or large-scale developments.  As such no 
archaeological mitigation is required in this case17.   

 
17 Comments from the County Archaeologist, June 2020.  
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5. Screening for Significant Effects on the Environment 
The aim of this section is to screen the Tralee-Bawnboy Greenway a 1.3km amendment to 
the previously permitted 11km Tralee to Fenit Greenway (hereafter called “the project”) in 
order to ascertain if the project alone or in-combination with the permitted greenway and/or 
projects, is likely to have a significant effect on the environment (as described in Section 4) 
and thereby require an EIA.  The screening will address the headings, and corresponding 
subheadings, as outlined previously in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2.   

5.1. Annex III: Criterial to Determine whether the projects listed in Annex II should 
be subject to an EIA 

5.1.1. Characteristics of the project 

5.1.1.1. The size and design of the whole project 

This report is a screening of an amendment to the previously permitted 11km Tralee to Fenit 
Greenway.  The proposed project occurs in the townland of Bawnboy and runs for c.1.3km.  
It is proposed to bring the amended line off the permitted route at Ch9750 and direct the line 
through a greenfield site for c.500m.  It is then proposed to align the diversion with the 
former Tralee to Listowel railway corridor.  This corridor runs directly southeast for c.750m 
before it meets the permitted Tralee-Fenit greenway again at Ch10450.  
 
The characteristics should be read in conjunction with Project Briefing Document for the 
Tralee to Fenit Greenway, June 2018 in turn informed by the TII’s rural cycleway design 
standards - Rural Cycleway Design (Offline) DN-GEO-03047, TII April 2017. 
 
Where applicable, the following design standards were also applied to the project: 

• National Cycle Manual, National Transport Authority, June 2011 

• NRA IAN 03/12, Provision for Cyclists and Pedestrians on Type 2 and 3 Single 
Carriageway National Roads in Rural Areas, Feb 2012  

• NRA Manual of Contract Documents for Road Works (NRA MCDRW), Amendment 
No. 1 (December 2014) to NRA Specification for Road Works Series 900 Road 
Pavement – Bituminous Bound Materials Dated March 2011 – CC-SPW-00900-04 

• Specification for Road Works Series 1100, Kerbs, Footways and Paved Areas, CC-
SPW-011100 February 2012 

 
In brief the project screened in this report will tie in with the criteria of the permitted 
greenway and is therefore being designed as a low volume shared use two-way cycle facility 
with pedestrians.  Low volume is defined as usage less than 1,500 users per day as set out 
in the aforementioned TII Rural Cycleway Design guidelines (RCD).   
 
In general, the project will equally adhere to the following design parameters, as per the 
overall scheme:  

• Width – the available corridor using the railway track allows for a 4m wide capping 
construction and a finished surfaced pavement of 3m in width, 

• Buffer - a 1m buffer strip from the edge of the pavement is the target objective.    

• Gradients – the use of the existing railway track line facilitates the achievement of the 
desirable 3% gradient.  Off-line locations have site specific gradients, and   

• Drainage – the existing drainage will be reused and rehabilitated as necessary.   
 

Specific design details for the paving; junctions and ancillary works are in the Project Briefing 
Document for the Tralee to Fenit Greenway, June 2018, but are described briefly below.  
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5.1.1.2. Paving 

It is proposed to pave the surface of the greenway.  This will involve (see Figure 5-1 & 
Figure 5-2): 

o Using the existing railway ballast as the formation level, where applicable, 
o this will be made good as required using 50mm crushed limestone, 
o where the ballast is not in-situ, the existing ground level will be excavated to sub-

formation level a layer of geotextile will be placed over to receive capping layers, 
o capping will be 250 mm layer of 100mm crushed stone finished with 50mm crushed 

stone to formation level, 
o a minimum of 150mm of Clause 804 will be placed on this layer as sub-base, 
o a 40-55mm binder course will be placed over, 
o a 30mm surface course on the binder course, 
o finish level of the pavement will be higher than surrounding ground to allow over-the-

edge drainage, in areas of cut drainage will be specifically designed, 
o edges will receive subsoil and topsoil to provide the buffer distance and will be 

seeded, 
o final surface specifications to follow TII recommendations in RCD.  

 

 
 
Figure 5-1   Typical Cross section through the shared surface of the greenway 

5.1.1.3. Junctions 

Works at junctions with local access roads (public and private); agricultural tracks and/or 
access to residential properties will follow TII RCD guidelines and are based on a “give way” 
crossing.  Physical infrastructure proposed at crossings – gates, chicanes etc - will follow 
RCD recommendations. 

5.1.1.4. Other ancillary design  

The amendment to the permitted route is through a greenfield site and along the former 
railway corridor of the Tralee to Listowel line.  There will be minor works to existing drainage 
on this line particularly at the location of an existing crossing of a field drain at Ch480. 
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Figure 5-2  Typical junction details of intersection between greenway and a road.  

5.1.2. Construction Phase 

The works to construct this element of the greenway will tie in with works on the entire 
permitted greenway ie it will be undertaken in sections which is facilitated by the linear 
nature of the scheme.  A site compound will be located at the trail head, at a point where 
access is via existing local access tracks, along the existing track and/or the Bracker O 
Regan Road.  A footprint of 25mx25m will provide sufficient space for the compound.  Once 
established a site compound will provide: 

• adequate storage space and welfare facilities to allow the construction of the 
greenway in an efficient and safe manner,  

• safe access to the public road network,  

• welfare facilities and canteen, secure lock up, storage space, room for plant and 
equipment and circulation space etc. 

Once access and the compound have been secured it is then proposed to: 

• Install temporary fencing as required (stock proof fencing), 

• Removal of any overburden on top of the in-situ ballast over the width of the 
proposed route, topsoil and scrub, 

• All culvert crossings will be reinstated/repaired as required, 

• The overburden will be separated and stored for reuse on site or removed if 
unsuitable for reuse,   

• The ballast will then be exposed and brought to formation level using imported 50mm 
stone/granular base material as necessary, 

• Imported stone/granular base material, as necessary, will be brought on site to form 
the sub base to the design level and with the appropriate cross fall for drainage 
purposes, 

• Once the grading and compaction works are completed, a 50mm DBM Binder Layer 
to Clause 906 will be laid to falls and cross falls, 

• A 30mm Surface Course to Clause 912 will be laid to falls and cross falls, 

• The retained suitable overburden material will be used to complete the buffer strips,  

• All required line marking works will be completed and appropriate signage erected, 

• The final section of work to be completed will be the installation of the permanent 
fencing along with any speed control chicane structures, and 
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• On completion removal of all temporary construction facilities and return the access 
route and compound to pre-works condition. 

 
Further to the above project description, the design of both the route and associated 
infrastructure fall within the scope of standard TII guidelines specifically the RCD, 2017.  No 
specialised or complex or technical design work is required.  One narrow field drain already 
crossed under Ch480 will be re-instated.  Further to the scale/size and/or design of the 
project, EIA is not deemed applicable to the scheme.   

5.1.2.1. Cumulation with other existing and/or approved projects 

As noted this project relates to a previously approved 11km greenway located between 
Tralee and Fenit.  This greenway as a Section 179, local authority own development, was 
screened for significant effects on European sites in July 2018.  None were identified and the 
project was not subject to an AA.  This amendment to the scheme is now being screen to 
see if it alone or in-combination with the existing permitted scheme is likely to now have a 
significant effect on a European site.  The screening is undertaken in the remainder of this 
report.   
 
At the time of writing a proposed greenway in North Kerry, from Listowel east towards the 
Limerick border, was also consented under Section 179 of the PDA in 2018.  It was 
screened for possible significant effects on the environment/European Sites, none were 
identified.  The scheme is approximately 24km (as the crow flies) from the project assessed 
in this report.  It is located between the Kerry and Limerick border within the Feale 
catchment/Lower Shannon cSAC.  Considering the distances involved and the lack of 
hydrological connectivity, no in-combination effects are considered likely between that 
greenway and the project screened in this report.  
 
At the time of writing the possibility of a greenway along the former Tralee-Listowel line was 
also under review by the Tralee Municipal District and Listowel Municipal District Areas 
offices.  This greenway would potentially overlap with part of the project screened in this 
report – notably the line of the former Tralee to Listowel corridor.  However, it should be 
noted the two projects (the project screened in this report and a possible application for the 
Tralee-Listowel greenway) are not linked, they are not functional independent.  Neither 
scheme is reliant on the other.  The Tralee-Listowel project, if it progresses as a viable 
project, will be subject to its own assessment if and when the Tralee Listowel greenway is 
brought forward as a possible project for consent.  Notwithstanding this it is also noted that 
the Tralee-Listowel greenway as a strategic level project forms an objective in both the 
Tralee MD Plan and Tralee Town Development Plan, as amended and was subject to 
environmental screenings during the drafting of those plans, respectively.   
 
At the time of writing a review of Kerry County Council public planning map viewer showed 
one recent planning application in the vicinity of the proposed development (2093)18.  It was 
for the retention of a garage/office and replacement of an existing conservatory.  It was 
granted and considering the scale, location and nature of the development no in-
combination effects are considered likely – it is a relatively small-scale development, within 
the grounds of an existing house located outside and way from the route amendment.  
Several granted planning applications occur in the environs of the site.  These predominately 
relate to residential developments and/or extensions/alterations to existing structures and/or 
agricultural use.  In order to be granted planning permission these developments would have 
to adhere to the principles of proper planning and sustainable development.   
Further to this assessment no in-combination effects from other projects are considered 
likely with the project screened in this report.   Taking account of existing and other 
reasonably foreseeable developments in the area, it is considered that the proposal in 

 
18 http://gis/planningenquiry 
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conjunction with those developments does not give rise to a negative cumulative impact.  
Therefore, the cumulative impacts of the proposal are considered to be negligible. 

5.1.2.2. The use of natural resources, in particular land, soil, water and 
biodiversity  

As discussed in Section 4.2 the main impact on biodiversity identified is the disturbance to a 
badger sett.  Badgers are a common species found in the Irish countryside and the possible 
impacts on the sett are not deemed likely to significant effect the environment and therefore 
warrant an EIA of the project.  The disturbance of the sett is subject to a license application 
to NPWS as detailed in Appendix 2.  No other impacts on biodiversity from the project were 
recorded.  The project will not require natural resources from the local environment for the 
construction phase.  All building materials will be imported or the existing rail infrastructure 
will be used.  In particular, any existing fill/ballast material from the original construction will 
be used as appropriate.  No other existing natural resources in the study area will be used at 
construction stage.  Water from existing surface and/or groundwater sources will not be 
utilised from the study area.  No abstraction from either source will occur as part of the 
construction works.  The loss of local predominately scrub and grassland habitat along the 
line and the trimming of hedgerow vegetation is not deemed significant.  It is a commonly 
occurring habitat type/land use in the context of the local landscape.  No instream works are 
proposed as part of the project and no use of locally resources from the nearby waterbody is 
required.   
 
At operational stage no natural resources from the area will be required.  Planting and other 
landscape works undertaken as part of the overall scheme will involve the planting of native 
species.  However, considering the existing hedgerows found along the route this will be 
minimal, there is amble vegetation cover existing.  The natural resource requirement of the 
proposed project either alone or in combination with the permitted scheme is not deemed to 
have a significant effect on the environment and will not require an EIA.   

5.1.2.3. The production of waste 

The production of waste material will predominately involve the generation of organic and 
inert waste material – vegetation cover and then some stone, soil, rock etc.  Organic material 
will be removed off site and disposed of as appropriate.  Inert material may be recycled on 
site for localised construction works and/or landscaping.     
 
Other general waste material from site compounds etc will not be of a scale that would be 
deemed to have a significant effect on the environment and will not warrant an EIA.  Any 
contractor(s) will be responsible for the management and disposal of their own waste, 
including waste oils and fluids generated during the construction phase, in accordance with 
their individual Waste Management Plans. 
 
At operational phase considering the nature of use – cycle and pedestrian – discharges at 
operational level is not deemed likely.  
 
No specific demolitions works are required to facilitate the project.  The main works will entail 
the removal of existing vegetation; and/or excavation of fill material/topsoil where necessary.  
However, as previously outlined the natural flat topography at the eastern end of the 
greenway will necessitate minimal excavation and drainage works.  
 
These works are not complex or technically difficult in nature.  They are standard 
requirements for any development.  In addition, wastes produced are standard construction 
material and/or organic material that requires no specialised licences, permits or other 
approvals.   
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5.1.2.4. Pollution and nuisances 

The construction of the project either alone and/or in combination with the permitted 
greenway has the potential to cause some nuisances at construction and to a lesser degree 
at operational stage.  However, these impacts will be subject to normal controls required for 
all construction works and will be subject to applicable TII guidelines.  Construction works 
will be carried out for a limited period and this impact is temporary in nature.  The greenway 
already passes through an area with both agricultural and local traffic.  There are already 
baseline levels of use of the landscape.  Nuisance/noise are not expected to change relative 
to existing conditions for occupants living close to local access roads/farm tracks.  
Residential properties in proximity are not directly located near the proposed amendment.  
No mitigation for same is envisaged.  At operational stage the greenway will facilitate the 
removal of cyclist and other users off a busy regional road.  It is deemed to be an additional 
local public transport network.  It is likely to reduce local traffic particularly in the summer 
months as users take advantage of the greenway as a means to travel to Fenit.  The 
proposed project will allow connectivity between the existing greenway and Fenit village.   
 
It is not considered likely that pollution/nuisances from the project either alone or in 
combination with the permitted scheme is likely to be of a level that will have a significant 
effect on the environment and warrant an EIA.  In terms of traffic safety, the proposal is 
considered to be of benefit to a range of users – motorists, cyclists, walkers, residents etc by 
proving a traffic free alternative to the R558.  The shared pedestrian/cycleway is also seen 
as a benefit to the local community/visitors to the locality, including those residing near the 
project.  

5.1.2.5. The risk of major accidents and/ or disasters which are relevant 
to the project concerned, including those caused by climate change, 
in accordance with scientific knowledge, 

The technologies and/or substances used for the project involves non-specialised 
construction methods, the use of commonplace building materials and vehicles/machinery.  
Overall, materials or construction methods to be used for the project are not of a type that 
are likely to significantly affect the environment and an EIA is not warranted in this instance.    

5.1.2.6. The risk to human health (for example due to water 
contamination or air pollution) 

No risk to human health is identified from the project at construction or operational phase 
either alone or in-combination with the permitted greenway.  At construction stage no 
permits or licences for any emissions to land, air, surface or ground water will be required 
further to the works proposed in the project.  The works required are not complex and/or 
require difficult engineering works.  The project is an uncomplicated diversion to the 
permitted greenway.   

5.1.3. Location of Projects 

5.1.3.1. Existing and approved land use 

The proposed project passes though agricultural fields and a former rail corridor zoned Rural 
General.  Overall land use along and in the vicinity of the existing railway corridor is 
agricultural and residential, the landscape is not deemed particularly sensitive as to 
necessitate an EIA by the amendment to the permitted greenway.  It is an actively farmed 
agricultural landscape with existing levels of intensive use and modification.    
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5.1.3.2. Relative abundance, availability, quality and regenerative 
capacity of natural resources (including soil, land, water and 
biodiversity) in the area and its underground  

Natural resources in the vicinity of the project include terrestrial habitats of local significance 
moderate-high value.  No impacts to watercourses will occur during works.  Few local natural 
resources will be used at construction stage.  All building materials will be imported and/or 
re-used from the existing railway line.  There is regenerative capacity for some local 
ecological sites to regenerate namely hedgerows along the line.  There will be loss of 
grassland habitat found and the disturbance of a badger sett, as detailed in Appendix 2.  
Considering the ample availability of natural resources in the area, the quality of the 
resources and regenerative capacity of the natural environment, no significant effects on the 
environment are considered likely that would warrant an EIA.   

5.1.3.3. The absorption capacity of the natural environment, paying 
particular attention to the following areas: 

o Wetlands/ Wetlands, riparian areas, river mouths 
No wetland habitat identified along the project.  

o Coastal zones and the marine environment 
None located near the project.  As noted in the AA screening report Tralee Bay bay is 
designated as the Tralee Bay and Magharees Peninsula West to Cloghane cSAC 
and Tralee Bay Complex SPA.  The AA screening report concluded there would be 
no significant effects on European sites.   

o Mountain and forest areas 
o Nature reserves and parks 

None in proximity to the project. 
o Areas classified or protected under national legislation including Natura 2000 

areas designated pursuant to Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 2009/147/EC; 
and (see next bullet point) 
As discussed, an AA screening report identified no significant effects on European 
sites (Natura 2000 site). 

o Areas in which there has already been a failure to meet the environmental 
quality standards laid down in Union legislation and relevant to the project, or 
in which it is considered that there is a such a failure 
None identified, there is one WFD waterbody located near the project, Pinure_10 
classed as under review with an unassigned status under the 2nd cycle of the WFD.  
No works are to occur at or near this watercourse (see Section 4.4.2).   

o Densely populated areas 
The project proposed is near the boundary with Tralee town.  There are residential 
dwellings located close to the project, but the route predominately passes through an 
agricultural landscape.  Overall the landscape is considered semi-urban in nature 
with a dispersed settlement pattern.  The greenway ultimately aims to provide a 
community amenity facility; improve safety for road user, cyclists and pedestrians by 
providing an off-road amenity of value to the local community and visitors to the area. 

o Landscape and sites of historical, cultural or archaeological 
The development will run along an existing hedge at the same gradient and then run 
within the corridor of the former railway corridor that remains intact.  No impacts to 
the local landscape are identified considering the nature and scale of the project and 
the landscape in which is it will be set. 

o No archaeological mitigation is required as per recommendations from the County 
Archaeologist.   
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5.1.4. Type and Characteristics of Potential Impacts 

5.1.4.1. The magnitude and spatial extent of the Impact (for example 
geographical area and size of affected population likely to be 
affected) 

The extent of the impact of the proposed project is limited to the route, access points and 
locations of site compounds during construction.  Positive impacts for the both the local 
community and visitors to the area are identified at operational phase via the creation of a 
greenway amenity.     

5.1.4.2. The nature of the impact 

The main impact identified is disturb of a badger sett as outlined in Section 4.2.2 and 
Appendix 2.  
   
Other impacts identified in the project relate to impacts at the construction stage and 
possible impacts to local residents/farmers at operational level.  The nature of construction 
impacts is not permanent – they will localised and temporary in nature.  Permanent impacts 
relate to the loss of scrub habitat along the scheme and initial loss of hedgerow vegetation to 
facilitate the works and as outlined disturbance of a badger sett.   
 
At operational level the introduction of a greenway into the area will have impacts on some 
residents along the route namely due to proximity to the scheme and privacy concerns.  It is 
proposed to address same through standard responses applied across such linear type 
developments, but the project sees the route taken away from residential and commercial 
properties and into green field areas.  In relation to surrounding lands actively farmed, a give 
way system is proposed at junctions.  This implies that cyclist/pedestrians will have to give 
way to farm traffic and machinery.  This will ensure that farm access maintains a right of 
way.  Overall the impacts of the project either alone or in-combination with the permitted 
scheme/other projects are not deemed so complex or significant as to warrant an EIA.  The 
project will also have positive permanent impact offering a free public amenity of benefit to 
the wider community. 

5.1.4.3. The transboundary nature of the impact 

Not applicable in the case of this project.   

5.1.4.4. The intensity and complexity of the impact 

The magnitude and complexity of the impacts noted in the preceding section is not seen as 
complex.  Application for disturbance to a badger sett will be undertaken in compliance with 
NPWS.  Habitats are of local ecological value and the existing crossing of a narrow field 
drain which will be re-crossed does not require specific or overtly complicated engineering 
works.  The magnitude of impacts is not considered to be significant on the local 
environment.  The project is uncomplicated alteration to the permitted greenway scheme. 

5.1.4.5. Probability of the impact  

As noted there it is high probability that localised impacts will occur as a result of the project 
in particular from construction works - noise from works, slight traffic disturbance etc.  A 
badger sett will be disturbed.  There will be the loss of local habitats outlined in the previous 
sections.   
 
However, these effects and the probability of them occurring will be minimised through the 
development of the project in accordance with various environmental guidelines 
predominately relating to the TII and as per the license application for disturbance of a 
badger sett to NPWS.  The project incorporates measures which reduce the likelihood and 
severity of the predicted impacts.  It is considered that the effects of the project on the 
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environment either alone or in-combination with the permitted greenway/other projects, are 
not likely to be significant and do not warrant an EIA. 

5.1.4.6. The expected onset, duration, frequency and reversibility of the 
Impact 

Impacts on the badger sett are previously outlined in Section 4.2.2 and Appendix 2.   
 
Several of the other impacts identified are predominately associated with the construction 
phase of the development.  These impacts are temporary and over a relatively short 
duration.  The removal of local habitats is a permanent impact and is not reversible.  
Landscaping of the scheme will mitigate the loss of habitat to some degree.   

5.1.4.7. The cumulation of the impact with the impact of other existing 
and/or approved projects,  

As discussed in Section 5.1.2.1 no cumulative impacts with other existing or approved 
projects has been identified.  

5.1.4.8. The possibility of effectively reducing the impact 

The nature of some of the impacts identified in this report are unavoidable – loss of local 
habitats, disturbance to the badger sett – therefore impacts are unlikely to be completely 
reduced.  Nonetheless landscaping of the project will lessen loss of local habitats and 
considering the removal will only relate to the line surface, the loss is not deemed significant 
in the context of the scheme.  Conditions imposed via the license to disturb badgers will be 
undertaken in agreement with NPWS.  Mature hedgerows that already existing will be 
retained.    
 
As previously noted several of the impacts identified are predominately associated with the 
construction phase of the development.  These impacts are temporary and over a relatively 
short duration.  The greenway will also bring positive impacts from the provision of a 
community amenity. 

5.2. Annex IIA: Information to be Provided by the Developer on the projects listed 
in Annex II 

5.2.1. A description of the project: 

5.2.1.1. A description of the physical characteristics of the whole project 
and, where relevant, of demolition works, 

• 1.3km linear amendment to a permitted greenway within improved agricultural fields 
and the route of a former railway corridor that remains intact and in use as a farm track  
• No significant demolition works required.  Mostly removal of vegetation, minor 
earthworks to facilitate topsoil stripping and the laying of paving and other associated 
infrastructure.  
• No new crossings of watercourse required, there is existing crossing of a field drain 
at the eastern end of the project to be re-crossed and re-instated. 

5.2.1.2. a description of the location of the project, with particular regard 
to the environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be 
affected 

• Main environmental sensitivity identified was disturbance of a badger sett as detailed 
inSection 4.2.2 and Appendix 2. 
• the route is not close to the European sites designated within Tralee Bay.  As 
detailed in the Appropriate Assessment Screening report no significant effects on European 
Sites were identified.  
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• Area through which the project passes not deemed particularly ecological sensitive.  
An application to disturb a badger sett undertaken in accordance with NPWS requirements.  

5.2.2. description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly 
affected by the project 

No aspect of the environment identified as being significantly affected by the project as 
detailed in the above report.    

5.2.3. description of any likely significant effects, to the extent of the 
information available on such effects, of the proposed development on the 
environment resulting from 

5.2.3.1. the expected residues and emissions and the production of 
waste, where relevant; and 

No residues/emission or production of wastes identified from the proposed works/project at 
construction or operational phases and/or alone or in-combination with the permitted 
greenway/other projects.   

5.2.3.2. the use of natural resources, in particular soil, land, water, and 
biodiversity 

Materials for the project will entail importing building material on site.  No use of natural 
resources from the site required.   

5.2.4. The criteria of Annex III shall be taken into account, where relevant, 
when compiling the information in accordance with points 1 to 3. 

As discussed in Section 5.1 the project has been assessed against criteria outlined in Annex 
III.  This information has been taken into account in the above assessment under Annex IIA. 

6. EIA Screening Conclusion 

6.1. Conclusion 

Further to information specified in Annex III and IIA of the EIA Directive as detailed in this 
report, the Tralee-Bawnboy Greenway, a 1.3km amendment to the 11km Tralee -Fenit 
greenway in the townland of Bawnboy has been assessed for the likelihood of significant 
effects on the environment.  This assessment is contained in this report and was undertaken 
relative to the three main criteria listed in Annex III - the project’s characteristics; sensitivity 
of the project location and characterisation of potential impacts. Information required under 
Annex IIA has also informed this screening conclusion by providing a description of the 
project; aspects of the environment likely to be affected and a description of any likely 
significant of on the project relative to environmental sensitivities in the geographical area.  
This screening report also had due regard to other relevant environmental assessments, in 
particular an Appropriate Assessment Screening undertaken under Article 6 of the Habitats 
Directive.   
 
The screening concluded that the proposed 1.3km amendment to the Tralee -Fenit 
greenway in the townland of Bawnboy would not be likely to have significant effects on the 
environment.  The environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected were 
not deemed sensitive to the nature, scale or location of the proposed scheme or the impacts 
identified taking into account criteria listed in Annex III, relevant assessments of the effects 
on the environment carried out under pursuant to other EU legislation.  This included any 
possible in-combination effects the amendment could have with the permitted greenway 
and/or other foreseeable projects.  No significant effects were identified, and it was 
concluded that an EIA was not required in this instance.  
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6.2. Features and/or Measures to Avoid/Prevent Significant Effects 

Overall this EIA Screening has considered impacts or effects to be minor in nature and do 
not pose a significant adverse effect on the environment.  Features/measures to 
avoid/prevent significant effects relate to: 
• a pre-construction badger survey and compliance with an application to NPWS for 
disturbance of a badger sett. 
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Appendix 1 Photographs 
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Photo 1  Blacks Bridge where the proposed project commences.  

 
Photo 2  Line of the project from Blacks Bridge, looking north and to the west of the 
existing hedgerow.  Note the badger track to the right of the image.  
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Photo 3  Location of a badger sett within the hedgerow to the right, note track running 
north  

 

Photo 4  Entrances to the badger sett located within the hedgerow. 
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Photo 5  Looking west towards the Pinure_10 – note the rise in the land between the 
route and the watercourse.   

 

Photo 6  Looking southwest towards the Pinure_10 – note the rise in the land between 
the route and the watercourse. 
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Photo 7  Hedgerow to the backround shows the line of the amended route, note the 
farm structure to the east.  

  

 

Photo 8  The Tralee-Listowel former railway corridor 
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Photo 9   The Tralee-Listowel former railway corridor 

 

Photo  10  One of 2 farm tracks that cross the former railway corridor providing access to 
nearby properties.  
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Photo 11  Extant railway pillar marking a farm gate. 

 

Photo 12  Narrow field drain crossed by the existing rail corridor, Ch480. 
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Photo 13  Crossing of the field drain by the existing rail corridor, Ch480. 

 

Photo 14  Point where the amended route meets the permitted Tralee-Fenit Line.  
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7. Appendix 2  Application to NPWS to Disturb a Badger 
Sett  
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Supporting Information for a Licence Application to Disturb a 
Badger (Meles meles) Sett for the Purposes of Development. 
 

1. Introduction 

This document provides information to the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) to 
support an application for a derogation licence under Section 23 of the Wildlife Acts, 1976 
(as amended).  The licence application is to allow for the disturbance of a badger sett to 
facilitate works associated with the Tralee-Bawnboy greenway project.  The project is 
located in the townland of Bawnboy, located on the outskirts of Tralee town, Tralee, Co 
Kerry.  The project relates to a 1.3km amendment to the 11km Tralee-Fenit greenway 
approved under Section 179 of the Planning and Development Act (PDA), as amended, in 
2018.  The location of the 1.3km amendment on the outskirts of Tralee town is shown in 
Figure 1 and 2 below. 

2. Description of the proposed Development 

The proposed development relates to an amendment to the previously permitted 11km 
Tralee to Fenit Greenway that commences outside Tralee town, Co Kerry.  The proposed 
amendment occurs in the townland of Bawnboy and runs for c.1.3km.  It is proposed to bring 
the amended line off the permitted route at Ch9750 and direct the line through a greenfield 
site for c.500m.  It is then proposed to align the diversion with the former Tralee to Listowel 
railway corridor.  This corridor runs directly southeast for c.750m before it meets the 
permitted Tralee-Fenit greenway again at Ch10450.  The location of the 1.3km amendment 
on the outskirts of Tralee town is shown in Figure 1 and 2 below. 
 
The characteristics will follow those outlined in conjunction with Project Briefing Document 
for the Tralee to Fenit Greenway, June 2018 in turn informed by the TII’s rural cycleway 
design standards - Rural Cycleway Design (Offline) DN-GEO-03047, TII April 2017. 
 
The following design standards will also apply to the amendment: 

• National Cycle Manual, National Transport Authority, June 2011 

• NRA IAN 03/12, Provision for Cyclists and Pedestrians on Type 2 and 3 Single 
Carriageway National Roads in Rural Areas, Feb 2012  

• NRA Manual of Contract Documents for Road Works (NRA MCDRW), Amendment 
No. 1 (December 2014) to NRA Specification for Road Works Series 900 Road 
Pavement – Bituminous Bound Materials Dated March 2011 – CC-SPW-00900-04 

• Specification for Road Works Series 1100, Kerbs, Footways and Paved Areas, CC-
SPW-011100 February 2012 

 
In brief the amendment is being designed as a low volume shared use two-way cycle facility 
with pedestrians.  Low volume is defined as usage less than 1,500 users per day as set out 
in the aforementioned TII Rural Cycleway Design guidelines (RCD).   
 
The project will adhere to the following design parameters, as per the overall scheme:  

• Width – the available corridor using the railway track allows for a 4m wide capping 
construction and a finished surfaced pavement of 3m in width, 

• Buffer - a 1m buffer strip from the edge of the pavement is the target objective.    

• Gradients – the use of the existing railway corridor facilitates the achievement of the 
desirable 3% gradient.  The other off-line locations will reflect the existing gradient, 
and   

• Drainage – the existing drainage will be reused and rehabilitated as necessary.   
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3. Description of the Proposed Route 
In order to inform a screening for EIA and AA the Environmental Assessment Unit (EAU) of 
Kerry County Council (KCC) undertook site inspections of the proposed route in April 2020.   
Site inspections recorded habitats along the route and also confirmed evidence of use of the 
greenway route by badger. 
 
Briefly, the survey area comprised the 1.3km route including a 50m buffer.  The route of the 
1.3km as shown in Figure 3, travels c.north through an agricultural fields of improved 
grassland (GA1).  The line passes to the west of an existing extant hedgerow (WL1).  This is 
the location of a badger sett within this hedgerow discussed further below.  The route then 
passes through a hedgerow (WL1) and into another field of improved agricultural grassland 
(GA1).  The route travels through both fields for a distance of c.500m before joining the 
former Tralee to Listowel rail corridor.  It follows along the former Tralee-Listowel rail corridor 
which remains relatively intact.  The rail tracks have been removed and it is now in use as a 
farm track (BL3) and is bordered either side by high hedgerows (WL1) broken intermittingly 
by access gates (BL3).  The track crosses two perpendicular farm tracks that provide access 
to nearby farmyards.  The route cross a narrow field drain (FW4) at Ch480 historically piped 
under the existing railway corridor.  The rail corridor continues southeast for c.750m 
consisting of a grassed track (BL3) with extant agricultural hedgerows on either side (WL1).  
The amended route meets the permitted Tralee Fenit greenway just before entering the 
outskirts of Tralee town.  
 

4. Survey Methodology and Findings 
As noted above site inspections confirmed evidence of use of the greenway route by badger.  
A badger survey was subsequently conducted on April 2nd, 2020 in line with National Roads 
Authority (NRA)/Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) publication; Guidelines for the 
Treatment of Badgers Prior to the Construction of National Road Schemes (2006).   
 
The badger activity recorded is outlined below and it should read in conjunction with Figures 
2& 3: 

• From Blackbridge (Ch50 – see Figure 2&3) a strong track was noted running north-
south along the western boundary of two fields.  This track overlaps with the line of 
the proposed greenway from Ch50-500 – see Figure 2 & Photo 1, 

• From Ch c.250-350 evidence of the use of the hedgerow as a sett was noted.  
Several openings/exits (at least 4) were recorded; snuffle holes; a fresh spraint and 
tunnelling through denser vegetation (Figure 3 & Photo 2&3), 

• The aforementioned track criss-crossed this hedgerow at two locations between the 
above chainages and into a field to the east (outside the project area),  

• The track also continued directly north, circled the northern boundary of the field and 
branched off to the east and west, before re-joining to exit the field through a gate 
(outside the project area) (Figure 3) 

• At this gate further snuffle holes, tunnelling and a fresh spraint was also recorded 
(Figure 3 & Photo 4), 

• The track then crossed the Tralee – Listowel rail corridor (outside the project area) 
and continued north into the neighbouring field (outside the project area) (Figure 3), 

• The track, less obvious at this location, crossed the field to the northeast.  A track 
over the eastern field boundary was less discernible (Figure 3) (outside the project 
area).  
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5. Discussion of Survey results 
Based on the above findings the badger survey, in summary, identified the presence of 1 
annex badger sett at the location shown in Figure 3.  No other setts were located within the 
footprint of the proposed route.  The classification and status of the sett was defined using 
the definitions detailed Harris et al (1989) in brief, the number of the entrance/exit holes; 
size; occurrence of tracks; spraints and evidence of temporal use.   
 
It is obvious that badgers are also commuting through several fields in this general area as 
evidenced by tracks.  In particular, a commuting route that travels north-south through this 
area was discernible on the ground as marked on Figure 3.   
 
No other definitive evidence of badger use along the greenway route was identified, 
specifically along the line of the route through the former Tralee-Listowel rail corridor.  
However, it can be assumed the species is likely to forage/commute along it.  
 

6. Potential Impacts Identified.  
The sett is located directly adjacent to the proposed greenway at the location identified in 
Figure 3 (c.Ch.250-350).  Although, the hedgerow is to be retained as part of the 
development, works will be immediately adjacent to the feature.  It is therefore concluded 
that the sett will be subject to disturbance at both construction and operation of the project.  
This is elaborated below: 

• Construction:   
o The route of the greenway passes directly beside the hedgerow.  Although 

the hedgerow is to be retained, works including topsoil stripping/excavations 
for the greenway path will occur in direct proximity, 

o These works could impact on badgers use of the sett and could cause 
disturbance.   

o Due to the proximity indirect disturbance of underground tunnelling etc could 
also occur due to excavations. 

o Fencing is also to be installed and the works for same could indirectly impact 
on the sett, 

o Finally, minor works to the hedgerow could also be required during 
construction works, including the facilitation of overhead power lines.  

 

• Operational: 
o The greenway by its nature will see increased use from pedestrians and 

cyclist in the immediate area of the sett.  This increase in activity could impact 
on badger use of the sett.   

o As noted above, the greenway boundary on the western side is going to be 
fenced.  This could impact on individuals accessing their normal 
foraging/commuting route as identified in Figure 3.   

 
7. Mitigation Proposed 

Mitigation measures outlined below are required to prevent, reduce and offset the impacts of 
sett disturbance and habitat loss as a result of the greenway and to comply with the 
requirements of the Wildlife Act 1976-2000.  These measures have been developed based 
on the NRA guidance (NRA, 2006). 
 
Construction Works  

• Prior to any works being carried out, a pre-construction badger survey will be 
undertaken to reassess the status of the sett recorded during April site inspections in 
order to record any change in the status in the intervening period between planning 
and construction, 

• Pre-construction survey’s will follow the aforementioned TII guidelines, 
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• The EAU of KCC will act as ecological clerk of works for the project and will oversee 
the implementation of mitigation, 

• If the pre-construction survey (to include at least 5 days of monitoring of the site) 
confirms:  

o a) a “no-use/inactive” sett (based on TII guidelines) – works will be 
undertaken and monitored regularly by EAU, alternatively,  

o b) a “use/active” sett confirmed (based on TII guidelines) - depending on time 
of the year, then it is determined that exclusion of badgers from the sett will 
be required during the duration of the construction works.   

o Exclusion methodology will follow TII guidelines namely, exclusion from active 
setts will only be carried out from July to November inclusive in order to avoid 
the badger breeding season.   

 
Boundary Treatments 

• Any fencing proposed as part of the greenway will be mammal proof.  Fencing will be 
required from Ch50-500 where the route passes through greenfield sites.  Here a 
new boundary will be required.  All boundary treatments proposed here will be 
badger proof.  Once the route turns onto the Tralee-Listowel railway corridor existing 
hedgerows provide boundary treatments.  No fencing will be required along this 
corridor.  The status quo for badgers accessing and commuting in the area remains 
as per the existing conditions.  

• As noted the commuting line of badgers runs along the western boundary of two 
agricultural fields from Ch50-500 – Figure 2&3.  The greenway route overlaps this 
route.  However, on construction the lands to the west will remain open and 
accessible to badgers.  In essence the commuting route is shifted c.4m to the west 
due to the greenway.  As the greenway itself will have a marked boundary, badgers 
can still follow a “boundary” track through these fields.  There will be no impact or 
break in connectivity further to the operational phase of the development.   

• No lighting is proposed as part of the greenway, therefore no nocturnal disturbance 
to the species is likely. 

 
 
 
. 
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Figure 1: Location of the Tralee-Fenit, Bawnboy Greenway 
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Figure 2:  Line of the proposed route 
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Figure 3 Badger activity recorded in the study area in the environs of the proposed route.  

Blue Line: Tracks 
Yellow Dot: Activity (spraint) 
Yellow Rectangle:  Sett 
Red Line:  Greenway 

Blacks Bridge 
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Photo 1  Badger track running north-south along the western boundary of the field 

 

Photo 2  Location of the badger sett 
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Photo 3  Hidden entrance/exit holes set within the hedgerow 

 

Photo 4  Badger activity at gate (outside the route) including snuffle holes, tunnelling and a 
spraint. 

 
 

 


